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Reproducibility of a bug is impacted by heterogeneity in the application environments. A variety of
operating systems, corresponding libraries and their
many versions, application tiers supplied by different
ISVs, and network infrastructure with varied configuration settings make application environments complex and bugs hard to reproduce. The source of the
problem might be an incorrect assumption implicitly made by the application about the availability or
configuration of local services such as DNS, or about
co-deployed applications and their components, or it
may surface only when a particular library version is
used. Furthermore, nondeterministic factors such as
timing and user inputs contribute to the difficulty in
reproducing software bugs.

Abstract
Software bugs that occur in production are often difficult to reproduce in the lab due to subtle differences in the application environment and nondeterminism. Toward addressing this problem, we present
Transplay, a system that captures application software bugs as they occur in production and deterministically reproduces them in a completely different
environment, potentially running a different operating system, where the application, its binaries and
other support data do not exist. Transplay introduces partial checkpointing, a new mechanism that
provides two key properties. It efficiently captures
the minimal state necessary to reexecute just the last
few moments of the application before it encountered
a failure. The recorded state, which typically consists of a few megabytes of data, is used to replay
the application without requiring the specific application binaries or the original execution environment.
Transplay integrates with existing debuggers to provide facilities such as breakpoints and single-stepping
to allow the user to examine the contents of variables
and other program state at each source line of the application’s replayed execution. We have implemented
a Transplay prototype that can record unmodified
Linux applications and replay them on different versions of Linux as well as Windows. Experiments with
server applications such as the Apache web server
show that Transplay can be used in production with
modest recording overhead.

The common approach of conveying a bug report
is often inadequate. Typically a bug report has to be
followed up with several rounds of exchange between
user and developer. Even if all the necessary data is
somehow conveyed to the developer, accurately replicating the application environment in the lab is an
error prone and tedious process. Some application
vendors [6, 7] provide built-in support for collecting
information when a failure occurs. Other sophisticated mechanisms [3] may provide more comprehensive data including traces and internal application
state, in an attempt to ensure that sufficient context is recorded to be able to reproduce and possibly
fix the bug. However, they are often limited in their
ability to provide insight into the root cause of the
problem because they represent the aftermath of the
1 Introduction
failure, not the steps that lead to it. Furthermore,
When core business processes of a customer are sus- indiscriminate recording and transfer of client data
pended due to an application failure, nothing is more evokes privacy concerns.
important to the application provider than to quickly
To address these problems, we introduce Transplay,
diagnose the problem and put the customer back in a software failure diagnosis tool that efficiently
business. Resolving a critical issue typically starts records application bugs as they occur in production
with reproducing the reported bug in the lab. Once and replays them across heterogeneous environments.
the developer is able to reproduce the bug and ex- By directly monitoring the application and capturamine the internal application state, the resolution ing the bug as it occurs in production, the burden
follows quickly. However, reproducing a software bug of repeated testing to reproduce the bug is removed.
is one of the most time consuming and difficult steps Transplay also side steps the probe effect problem by
in the resolution of a problem.
allowing its instrumentation to be enabled while the
application is running in production. In the lab, there
is no need to install or configure the original applica-
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tion, support libraries, or operating system to reproduce the failure. Portions of the application environment, including parts of application and library code
necessary to reproduce the failure, are automatically
recorded. No source code modifications, relinking, or
other assistance from the application is expected.
Transplay performs two key functions. First, it
transparently decouples the application from the underlying environment. Applications are decoupled
from the operating system by recording system call
results, then replaying the results instead of reexecuting system calls during replay. Applications are
decoupled from installed binaries by recording specific code pages within executable files, then using
the recorded pages during replay. Applications are
decoupled from processor MMU structures such as
segment descriptor tables by trapping and emulating
the offending instructions during replay.
Second, Transplay introduces the notion of partial checkpointing to minimize the amount of data
to be recorded, while ensuring that all information necessary to reproduce the failure is available.
Based on the premise of short error propagation distances [31, 40, 38], Transplay captures the partial
state of the application necessary for its execution
during the last few hundreds of milliseconds prior to
its failure. The resulting partial checkpoint is used to
partially reconstruct the application at the developer
site and allow it to run from an intermediate point
prior to the failure to the point of failure. Rather than
taking a complete application checkpoint [33, 16],
which can require higher overhead and might have
an adverse impact on client’s privacy, partial checkpointing selectively records discrete pieces of data accessed by the application during a brief time interval
immediately preceding the failure. To also help reduce privacy concerns, partial checkpointing only allows the application to be deterministically replayed
for the specific brief time interval; it cannot run live
or replay before or after the specific time interval.
Transplay integrates with standard interactive debuggers to provide functionality such as setting
breakpoints within a discrete interval of an application’s execution, as recorded in a partial checkpoint.
A developer can repeatedly reexecute and observe the
last few moments of the application’s execution before encountering a fault, and examine the contents
of variables and other program state at each source
line of replayed execution to expose the steps that the
application took to reach the failure state.
We have implemented a Transplay prototype in the
Linux kernel that can record application execution on
one Linux system and replay it on a completely different Linux system based on a different distribution

without any of the original application binaries or
software libraries. We have also implemented a userlevel replay tool for Windows using binary instrumentation that can replay Linux applications on Windows. We demonstrate Transplay’s ability to record
and replay execution across Linux and Windows operating systems using several real applications, including the Apache web server. Our measurements show
that recording overhead is less than 15% on various
real applications, and respective partial checkpoints
consume only a couple of megabytes.
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Usage Model

Transplay is a tool for recording and replaying specified intervals of an application’s execution. Once
Transplay is installed on the same machine as a production application, it continuously records its execution. When a fault occurs, Transplay outputs a set
of partial checkpoints taken before the fault. When
recording a multi-process application, partial checkpoints are saved separately for each process, along
with information identifying the process that had the
failure.
The recorded information can be then sent to the
application developer, who can use Transplay to replay the partial checkpoints to reproduce the failure.
Because partial checkpoints are per process, a developer does not need to replay the entire application.
The developer could just select the process where
the fault occurs to simplify problem diagnosis, and
Transplay will replay just that process, with its interactions with other application processes virtualized.
Transplay integrates with the GNU Project Debugger (GDB) to closely monitor and analyze the execution of the application being replayed. Any inputs
needed by the replay are provided from the recorded
partial checkpoint, and any outputs generated by the
replay are captured into an output file and made
available to the user. For instance, if the application
writes into a socket, the user would be be able to examine the contents of the buffer passed to the write
system call and also see how the content of the buffer
is generated during the steps leading to the system
call. For root cause analysis, Transplay allows the
programmer to set breakpoints at arbitrary functions
or instructions, single step the instructions, watch the
contents of various program variables at each step,
and monitor the application’s original recorded interactions with the operating system and other processes. Reverse debugging can also be done by resuming the application from an earlier partial checkpoint
with a breakpoint set to a desired point of execution
in the past.
A partial checkpoint file itself does not contain any
2

symbol information, so the debugger retrieves it from
a separately provided symbol file. Typically, application binaries are stripped of their symbol table and
debugging sections before they are shipped to the
user. However, the symbol and debugging information is preserved in respective formats [8] separately
in a symbol file which would be accessible to developers.
3

checkpoint implementations typically impose dependencies on the underlying system to reduce storage
requirements, such as requiring that files in persistent storage be available to the resumed application.
In contrast, partial checkpointing does not impose
such a requirement because, the specific portions of
data on disk, including portions of application binaries themselves needed by the application during replay, are included in the partial checkpoint.
Partial checkpointing also differs from incremental checkpointing [35]. While an incremental checkpoint tracks the pages written by the application
since last checkpoint, partial checkpoint tracks the
pages read by the application. Incremental checkpointing requires storing an initial full checkpoint followed by a series of increments. On the contrary, partial checkpointing ignores all prior application state
and records only pages read by the application within
the current recording interval.
Transplay’s checkpointing approach significantly
differs from virtual machine based snapshotting and
logging. While VM snapshots provide portable replay, their space requirement is several orders of magnitude higher than that of partial checkpoints. Since
VM snapshotting involves checkpointing the state of
the entire operating system and its applications, including the state of secondary storage, the amount
of data in each snapshot is large and it can take several tens of seconds or minutes to complete. On the
other hand, since Transplay only captures the most
relevant application level state, it is able to take several partial checkpoints of the application per second.
The high checkpoint frequency also allows for quick
forward and backward movement of execution during
replay. Furthermore, virtual machine based logging
imposes high runtime overhead given the large number of low level hardware events. For instance, only a
fraction of the network traffic processed by a virtual
network card would be visible to the application and
consumed by it.
Transplay divides the recording of an application
into periodic, contiguous time intervals. For each interval, it records a partial checkpoint for each application process that executes during that interval.
A recording interval can be configured to be of any
length; it can be few tens of milliseconds or several
seconds of execution time. Shorter intervals incur
more runtime recording overhead, while longer intervals result in larger partial checkpoints. As the application executes, a series of partial checkpoints are
generated and the most recent set of checkpoints is
stored in a fixed size memory buffer. Storing a set of
partial checkpoints rather than just the most recent
one ensures that a certain minimum amount of execu-

Partial Checkpointing

Transplay introduces a novel notion of partial checkpointing. A partial checkpoint represents the partial
state of the application necessary to replay the application’s execution for a specified interval. Since the
recording is only for a brief interval of time, the space
needed to store the partial checkpoint can be small.
Even though the application itself may be large in its
memory footprint and processing large quantities of
data, it only accesses a fraction of its state during a
brief interval of time.
A partial checkpoint has four key characteristics.
First, it is defined only for a specific interval of an
application’s execution and contains only the portion
of state accessed by the application in that interval.
Second, it is only useful for replaying the specific time
interval, not for running the application normally.
Third, it is captured over the specified time interval, not at a single point in time. Fourth, the state
captured is completely decoupled from the underlying
application binaries and the operating system.
Partial checkpointing significantly differs from conventional checkpointing. Unlike conventional checkpointing, partial checkpointing does not capture the
complete state of an application, only what is needed
by the application for a specified time interval. In
particular, the system state of the application maintained internally by the operating system, such as
the state of file descriptors and the state of various
OS resources, is not included in the partial checkpoint. It allows partial checkpointing to be implemented without intrusive kernel changes and enables
a partial checkpoint to be replayed even on a different
operating system. Unlike conventional checkpointing,
partial checkpointing does not allow normal application execution to resume from a checkpoint. Unlike
conventional checkpointing which captures all of its
state at a given point in time, partial checkpointing
captures its state across a time interval. Since it must
know what the application will do in a given time
interval to know what state to save, a partial checkpoint is captured over the entire time interval and
is not fully saved until the end of the time interval.
Because the state needed by an application in its future execution can be arbitrarily large, conventional
3

tion context is available when a failure occurs. Partial
checkpoints are maintained in memory to avoid disk
I/O and minimize runtime overhead. The number of
partial checkpoints and hence the length of execution
history available at any point depends on the size of
the memory buffer dedicated for this purpose. Older
partial checkpoints are discarded to make room for
the new ones.
Partial checkpoints maintained in memory can be
written to disk at any time by stopping the current
recording interval, causing the accumulated partial
checkpoints in memory to be written to disk. Writing partial checkpoints to disk bears some similarity
to the core dumps generated by the operating system. However, a core dump only contains the state
of the application at the point of failure, while a partial checkpoint consists of the state of the application
a few moments before the failure and the state necessary to deterministically lead its execution to the
point of failure.
If the application encounters a failure at the beginning of the recording interval, the most recent partial
checkpoint may not contain sufficient context for root
cause analysis. Transplay seamlessly splices the discrete series of consecutive partial checkpoints into a
new partial checkpoint encompassing the total length
of the original checkpoints. The user can resume the
application from any partial checkpoint in the series
and have it continue the execution through the intermediate checkpoints, finally reaching the point of
failure. The user can progressively go, as far back as
necessary, within the available checkpoint set to reach
the problem source. A particular partial checkpoint
in the series marks a well-defined point in the execution of the application from where the application can
be resumed. An arbitrary point within the recording
interval can be reached by rolling forward from the
latest checkpoint prior to the desired execution point,
thus simulating reverse execution.
Transplay uses a user space instrumentation frame
work which provides the basic start and stop primitives that control partial checkpointing. The primitives are implemented by a Transplay agent program, which starts the application to be recorded,
runs within the application context, and occupies a
shared memory region mapped at an unused portion
of its address space, 1 allowing for a quick transition of control from application code to the agent,
when application events occur. The agent installs a
common signal handler to all signals that the applica-

tion may receive, and processes them first before forwarding them to the application. It allows Transplay
to intercept exceptions caused by application failure,
such as a segmentation violation or divide by zero,
to cause checkpoints to be written to disk. It also
enables an external process to communicate with the
agent via a reserved signal to start and stop recording or to write checkpoints at any time based on an
external fault sensor. Transplay agent tracks application’s system calls by providing a simple kernel extension to the system call tracing component of ptrace
which allows the originating thread itself to be signaled when a system call is made, along with any
external debugger which may have been registered to
receive the notifications. Within the signal handler
context, the agent is able to process the system call
by reading and writing to the thread’s registers available on the signal stack, that point to system call
arguments in Linux. The agent can emulate the system call, nullify it or process it in any other way, all in
user space, before returning control to the application
code. Further ptrace notifications are disabled while
the agent code itself is running. The agent’s shared
memory region is uniformly mapped across all application processes at the same address, and the agent
persists across exec system call by intercepting it and
performing the exec operation in user space while retaining the region it is occupying. The memory region
occupied by the Transplay agent is marked read-only
and the application is not allowed to change the permission, so that potentially buggy application code
does not accidentally corrupt the agent’s memory.
A recording interval commences with an external
process sending all application threads a reserved signal to have them reach a barrier. At the barrier, the
agent first records the current processor context of
the thread. The processor context marks the initial
point of execution during replay. It consists of the
state of the CPU/FPU registers and the per-thread
state of the processor MMU such as descriptor entries
in the segment descriptor tables. Register context is
obtained from the signal stack and descriptor entries
used by the thread are obtained through the API provided by the OS. On Linux, get thread area is used
to read the GDT and modify ldt, to read the LDT.
After recording the processor context, Transplay
starts monitoring the application’s interfaces to capture every input that crosses the application boundary. The inputs can be viewed as two forms of execution state. One is the initial set of accessed memory
pages. The application code itself is considered an input, and if the application executes a particular function in a particular shared library, the specific code
page(s) containing the function are recorded. Sec-

1 On our Linux/x86 prototype, Transplay agent program
is loaded at the address range 0x08000000 - 0x08031000.
Common Linux/x86 applications do not use addresses below
0x08048000.

4

tion 4 describes how accesses to memory pages are
tracked for constructing this initial state. The other
is a continuous log of relevant application events, including a log of system call results, which is used to
control the replay of the application. Section 5 describes how Transplay performs the logging. Memory
state is recorded per application process and the log is
recorded per thread. This results in a self-contained
checkpoint of application’s execution that can be used
to replay the application with no dependency on the
source environment. stop command concludes the
recording interval and collects the logs generated during the execution. The processor context together
with subsequently recorded application inputs within
a recording interval forms the state necessary to deterministically replay the application’s execution during that interval.
When an application is recorded, each thread
within the application undergoes recording. Every
thread in the application records its private processor state and one thread per process records the
common memory state. Partial checkpoints generated are stored in separate buffers by the Transplay
agent within respective processes. Transplay decouples individual processes from other processes whenever possible, so that each process can be independently replayed and debugged. For example, system
call logging automatically decouples processes communicating via pipes or other interprocess communication mechanisms such as semaphores, message
queues and file locks.
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the accessed bit. We conservatively include all accessed pages in the partial checkpoint even though
the application may not have read from some of them.
If a page is modified by the application during a
recording interval, the original copy of the page needs
to be included in the partial checkpoint. To obtain
the original copies of the dirty pages, Transplay leverages the copy-on-write mechanism implemented as
a part of the kernel’s clone functionality. At the
beginning of each recording interval, a child process
(shadow process) is created which shares all other resources with the parent except for virtual memory.
The shadow process exclusively acts as a backup copy
of the parent’s virtual memory, and does no processing other than to wait for requests from its parent. It
never modifies any pages used by the application. At
the end of the recording interval, stop examines the
accessed and dirty bits of each page in the process
address space, obtains the original copies of the dirty
pages from the shadow process and kills it. A new
shadow process is created to track the original copies
of the dirty pages for the next recording interval.
If one of the application processes forks a child process, the new child process is automatically placed
within the purview of Transplay instrumentation.
Transplay implicitly performs a start which records
the register context at the fork system call and
creates a shadow process to preserve the original
copies of the pages dirtied by the child process within
the first recording interval. For the same reason,
Transplay also performs an implicit start immediately after performing the user space exec to initially
load the application.
The page tracking mechanism as described above
may include multiple copies of the same page in different partial checkpoints. For instance, if the same
page is read by the application in two consecutive
recording intervals, it is included in both the partial checkpoints. To avoid this duplication, Transplay
implements a version of incremental checkpointing
adapted to suit the semantics of partial checkpointing. The algorithm consists of two parts. The first
part is implemented as a part of the stop operation and the second part is implemented by the
write checkpoints routine, which writes the partial checkpoints stored in memory to disk when the
application exits or encounters a failure.
A data structure, initial page set, represents
the set of pages contained in a partial checkpoint. It consists of elements of type (page address,
page data), and indicates the initial set of pages
loaded into memory when the application is resumed. Page addresses are unique within the set and
page data indicates the contents of that page. Some

Tracking Memory Pages

To record a partial checkpoint for an application,
Transplay must determine the memory pages that are
read by the application during an interval of its execution. Transplay leverages built-in support for dirty
and accessed bits provided by the MMU hardware for
this purpose. Since the hardware sets the bits transparently and automatically, there is no continuous
additional cost in tracking the pages. The accessed
and dirty bits are typically used within the kernel to
implement page replacement algorithms and virtual
memory. Transplay cooperatively shares the use of
these bits with the kernel by keeping track of kernel use of and changes to these bits by extending the
macros used to read and manipulate these bits.
Only pages that were read during a recording interval are needed during replay. If the application
only writes to a page, but does not read from it, such
a page is not required during replay. However, accessed and dirty bits provided by most processors are
not sufficient to determine if a written page has also
been read since both reads and writes to a page set
5

elements of the set may only contain the page address
without any associated page data, in which case, the
page data would be indicated as nil.
At the end of the recording interval, stop queries
the kernel module to determine which pages in
the process address space have been accessed. If
a page was read, its address is added to the
initial page set with nil page data. If a page
was written, the original copy of the dirty page is
obtained from the shadow process. The page address and the original page data are added to the
initial page set.
When the application either exits or encounters an
exception, write checkpoints writes the accumulated partial checkpoints to disk. Partial checkpoints
are processed starting from the earliest one to the
most recent one in sequence. For each element in the
initial page set, its page address, is written. If
the page data is not nil, the page data is also written. If the page data is nil, the initial page sets
of the subsequent partial checkpoints are searched to
check if the page address exists. If an element with
matching page address is found in a subsequent partial checkpoints and the associated page data is not
nil, no page contents are written for that page. It
implies that the page was overwritten in a subsequent
recording interval and the original copy of the page
will be saved in that partial checkpoint. There is no
need to save the page in the present partial checkpoint. If such an element is not found, the current
contents of memory at the address page address is
saved as the page data. Not finding a matching element implies that the current data at page address
was not subsequently modified and still valid. Similar processing is applied to each partial checkpoint in
sequence.
4.1

them to the set, recent maps. The set indicates the
system calls (mmap, brk, exec) which have mapped
a memory region within a recording interval. The
recent maps set is emptied at the beginning of each
recording interval. When the application unmaps a
region of memory, the recent maps set is searched to
find the most recent syscall record which maps the
region encompassing the region being unmapped. If
a matching syscall record is not found, it implies that
the region was not mapped in the current recording
interval. The regions must have been inherited from
a previous recording interval, and the accessed and
dirty pages are added to the initial page set in
the same manner as described earlier.
If a matching record is found, it is removed from
the set, accessed and dirty pages in the region are
recorded as described earlier, and the recorded pages
are linked with the corresponding syscall record
in the main system call log to be written to disk by
write checkpoints.
If a memory region is mapped during the course
of the recording interval, it would not be a part of
the address space of the shadow process which is created at the beginning of the recording interval. The
original data of the dirty pages of such a region is determined as follows. If the region is an anonymously
mapped private memory region, the original data is
marked as a special zero page, to indicate that the
page is initialized with zeros. Otherwise, if the page
is mapped from a file, the original contents of the
dirty page are obtained directly form the file. Since
the page must have been recently accessed by the program within the current recording interval, it is likely
to be in the file system cache and unlikely to cause
disk IO.
In addition to the system calls such as mmap that explicitly map new regions into process address space,
kernel implicitly maps new pages at the top of the
stack as the stack grows. If a page within the stack
region, which is not available in the shadow process but accessed in the current recording interval,
is found, it is assumed that the page was mapped
by the kernel and it’s page address is added to the
initial page set with nil page data. Since the
kernel grows the stack with zero-initialized pages, if a
dirty stack page which is not available in the shadow
process is found, it is added to the initial page set
with associated page data set to zero page.

Changes in Memory Region Geometry

If the application unmaps a region of memory during
the course of a recording interval, the pages in that
region that may have been accessed will be missed
by the stop operation which is called only at the
end of the interval, by which time, the memory region would not exist. Similarly if a new region is
mapped during a recording interval, the shadow process would not contain the region. Transplay handles
these cases with the following extension, which intercepts mapping and unmapping operations to capture the accessed pages in memory regions which have
been mapped or unmapped during a recording interval.
System calls are recorded as an ordered list of
syscall records. Transplay keeps track of system calls that modify memory regions by also logging
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Logging
System Calls

To replay applications, Transplay must log system
calls. For most system calls, Transplay simply records
the system call return value and the return data con6

ism. This includes nondeterminism due to system
calls such as gettimeofday, select, read and write.
For example, consider the case where two processes
concurrently write into one end of a pipe, and a third
process reading from the other end. Normally, this
leads to nondeterministic execution. The data read
by the third process depends on the interleaved order in which the first two processes are scheduled.
However, Transplay decouples this interprocess interaction by independently recording the system call
results. During replay, the writers are returned the
number of bytes written into the pipe as observed
during recording, and the reader is passed the data
from the log independent of the writers, thereby removing the nondeterminism and the dependency between the readers and writes. The same applies
to synchronization and interprocess communication
mechanisms such as semaphores and message queues,
where processes interact through the system call interface.
Nondeterminism due to specific user input or external inputs processed by the application are also
captured within the system calls. Nondeterminism
due to hardware instructions such as RDTSC is handled
through a trap and emulate mechanism. Linux provides a prctl interface to cause a SIGSEGV signal to
be sent when RDTSC instruction is executed. The resulting SIGSEGV signal is intercepted by Transplay
agent to emulate and record the instruction. Capturing nondeterminism due to concurrent accesses to
shared memory is an important and difficult problem that requires an elaborate solution. We separately implemented a record and replay mechanism
to efficiently capture concurrent accesses to shared
memory, which we are currently integrating with
Transplay.

tained in system call parameters and provides it back
to the application during replay. The data is captured
as unstructured binary data and replayed as such.
Transplay does not modify or otherwise attempt to
interpret it. During application execution recording,
each system call is logged as a syscall record data
structure. It contains the system call return value
and data returned to the application through the system call parameters. Transplay agent maintains an
ordered list of syscall records for each thread of
the host application process, for logging purpose.
Transplay uses a data plug-in which encodes the
system call interface of the operating system, to
record the system calls. Transplay consults the plugin to determine which system call parameters carry
data to be returned to the application and their sizes.
For each system call, the plug-in encodes the following three pieces of information: 1. system call
service number 2. the number and the sizes of system call parameters 3. whether a specific parameter
may contain return data. In addition, the plug-in
also indicates the system call interrupt vector and
the calling convention. For instance, Linux/x86 and
BSD/x86 use int 0x80 or sysenter instruction to
trap into the kernel to service a system call. The system call service number is placed in eax register and
the system call arguments occupy respective registers. This approach of using a data plug-in decouples
the record/replay mechanism from the system call
semantics of the operating system and makes both
Transplay and partial checkpoints portable across different operating systems.
There are only two types of system calls which
need additional processing beyond recording their results when recording application execution. Since
partial checkpoints are per process, system calls
for process control (clone, fork, vfork, exit,
exit group) need to allocate and deallocate state
for recording partial checkpoints.
Since partial
checkpoints require tracking memory pages, system
calls that deal with address space geometry (mmap,
munmap, brk, execve) need additional processing
as discussed in Section 4. In general, when the application invokes a system call that requires additional
processing beyond mere log and replay, Transplay
uses the native services available on the target operating system to process the system call. For instance,
when the application calls mmap, an equivalent system
call available on the target operating system is used
to map the memory region.

6

Partial Replay

A partial checkpoint is self-contained and contains
all data necessary to independently replay the application’s execution for a specified interval. Applications alternate between user and kernel space execution, typically performing most of their work in user
space, while delegating resource allocations and other
privileged operations to the operating system kernel. The kernel parts of the execution occur through
well defined system call interface, and can be collapsed into a quick replay of the system call results
to the application, thus bypassing the kernel execution. There are two classes of exceptions in which system calls must be reexecuted instead of just return5.2 Nondeterminism
ing their results: system calls that modify the address
Recording and replaying the system calls addresses space geometry (mmap, munmap, brk, execve) and
most common sources of application nondetermin- the system calls related to processor’s MMU context
7

(set thread area, modify ldt). We discuss these
in further detail below. Replaying the system call results is done in an OS independent way by Transplay
agent on behalf of the application and hence the application never directly contacts the target operating
system. As long as the application receives consistent
responses to the system calls it makes, the application continues to run as expected. The user space
portions of an application’s execution, by definition,
do not depend on the kernel services and can be executed independently, even on a different OS.
To replay a piece of a previously recorded application, user first chooses a specific application process
and an interval of execution to replay, by selecting
a sequence of partial checkpoints from an available
set of previously recorded partial checkpoints. All
threads within the chosen process are resumed together. The memory address space is partially reconstructed with just the portions of state accessed
by the application during that interval. The state
required by the application is computed by consolidating the partial checkpoints representing the interval. In particular, the new initial page set is
computed by taking the union of initial page sets
of individual partial checkpoints. If a particular
page address appears in the initial page set of
more than one partial checkpoint, the element with
non-nil page data in the earliest partial checkpoint
is added to the new initial page set. During replay, memory pages accessed by the application are
loaded into memory in stages. The application is
initially resumed with the pages contained in the
initial page set. The rest of the pages accessed by
the application during the course of its execution are
loaded progressively at each system call that maps
the region. When the application makes a system
call that maps a new memory region during replay,
the corresponding syscall record would contain the
set of pages to be loaded into memory at that point.
Transplay provides two alternative mechanisms to
replay the application from a partial checkpoint. Alternative 1: A mechanism based on Transplay instrumentation, which is efficient but only applies to
replay across Linux systems. Alternative 2: A second mechanism based on Pin [28], which is less efficient but allows a partial checkpoint to be replayed
on Windows. Since speed is not a primary concern in
offline interactive debugging, the replay mechanism
based on Pin is useful even though it is relatively
slow. Regardless of the mechanism, partial replay
consists of two phases. 1. Load phase, where an initial set of memory pages (initial page set) in the
consolidated partial checkpoint are loaded into memory. 2. Reexecute phase, where the application is

deterministically reexecuted under the control of the
instrumentation. The transition from load phase to
reexecute phase occurs when control is transferred to
the application code.
6.1

Partial Replay Across Linux

The load phase is performed by Transplay agent. As
a reminder, Transplay agent is a statically linked program with an unconventional load address. Since
Transplay agent is loaded at a region of address space
which is not normally used by applications, it is able
to load application’s memory pages without overwriting itself. However, the address space used for the
stack region is usually the same for all applications.
To avoid potential memory conflict when restoring
the target application’s stack, Transplay allocates a
separate region of memory to be used as its own stack.
The new stack is put into effect, as the first step of the
load phase, by loading the top address of the region
into the stack pointer.
After restoring memory regions, Transplay agent
creates the application threads contained in the process. Each new thread initializes itself and sends itself
a reserved signal to restore the thread specific state.
Within the signal handler, the thread restores the segment descriptors as saved in its respective log using
set thread area, modify ldt system calls. Then
the processor context on the signal stack is replaced
with that saved in the log. When the signal handler
returns, the implicit sigreturn at the end of the signal handler loads the processor context, and control is
directly transferred to the application code. If the log
indicates that the execution involves shared memory
interaction with other processes, all processes participating in the interaction are identified and started
simultaneously upfront from their respective partial
checkpoints. Each individual process is partially reconstructed as previously outlined. Transplay agent
continues to monitor the application and ensures a
deterministic replay until the execution reaches the
end of the specified interval. Most application system calls are handled by returning the system call
result from the log. If the application makes a system call that maps a new memory region into the
process address space, the specific pages within the
region that the application is going to access within
the current recording interval are mapped and loaded
in advance. If the application calls clone system call,
Transplay creates a new thread, adds it to Transplay
instrumentation and reads the respective log file to replay the system calls that it will subsequently make.
If the application makes either set thread area or
modify ldt system calls, they are simply forwarded
to the underlying kernel.
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Transplay is able to replay a partial checkpoint on
a different operating system distribution regardless of
the environment and packages installed because the
application binary pages are captured directly from
the source system. For instance, Linux kernel automatically maps a virtual ELF shared object (VDSO)
that occupies a memory page within the process address space. A compatible C library uses it as a stub
for system call entry. Since both the VDSO page and
the respective pages from the C library within the
application that use the system call entry stub are
obtained from the source environment, the replaying
application will run successfully even though the target kernel and the C library in use are different. Any
differences in the system call API between the source
and target operating systems does not affect replay
since the replaying application never directly contacts
the target system. The application will replay consistently even though the system calls it makes are
unavailable or have different semantics.
6.2

Application events related to the processor MMU
are treated through a trap and emulate mechanism.
Windows configures the CPU descriptor tables based
on its memory layout which is different from that of
Linux. A segment selector, which is an index into
the segment descriptor table, used by the Linux application may point to a different region of memory
on Windows or may not be valid at all. Also, any
attempts to update the Windows descriptor tables
may result in a conflict with the way Windows uses
its memory resources. Transplay resolves these conflicts by intercepting and emulating the offending instructions within the Linux application’s binary and
the system calls that modify the descriptor tables.
At any time during replay, Transplay maintains a table that maps the segment registers available to the
user applications (fs, gs) to the base linear address
of the segment that they currently point to. The table is populated by intercepting the set thread area
and modify ldt system calls and the mov instructions
that load these segment registers during replay. The
set thread area and modify ldt system calls provide the mapping between the segment base address
and the selector, while the mov instructions provides
the mapping between the selector and the segment
register. Subsequently, when the application executes an instruction that refers to a memory location
through a segment register, the target instruction is
rewritten such that it fetches the memory operand at
the right offset relative to the base address of the segment pointed to by the segment register, as indicated
by the table.

Partial Replay on Windows

To demonstrate the effectiveness of Transplay approach to replay checkpoints across two completely
different operating systems, we developed a replay
mechanism based on Pin [28] binary instrumentation
which can replay partial checkpoints of Linux applications on Windows. It also shows that partial replay
can be implemented in multiple ways.
The load phase is performed by the Windows version of Transplay agent in user space using the Windows API. First, the address space of the application is partially reconstructed as outlined in alternative 1. Then, individual application threads are
created. Each thread makes a special system call,
which Pin instrumentation layer intercepts and invokes Transplay Pintool [28] to perform the reexecute
phase of replay. Transplay pintool reads the respective log file of the thread to obtain its saved processor
context and loads it using Pin’s PIN ExecuteAt API
function, which turns over control to the application
code.
Transplay Pintool continues to monitor the application to satisfy the requests it makes during its execution. When it makes a Linux system call, the Pintool traps the system call interrupt instruction, copies
system call return data to the application, increments
the instruction pointer to skip the system call instruction and allows the application to continue normally.
In particular, when new memory regions are mapped,
respective memory pages that will be accessed by the
application in its future execution are brought into
memory in a way similar to alternative 1, except using the Windows API.

6.3

Partial Replay with GDB

Transplay integrates with GDB to provide debugging
facilities during partial replay. Although the instrumentation used to monitor the application is based
on a ptrace extension, it does not interfere with existing semantics of the ptrace interface. Any ptrace
notifications destined to external processes continue
to occur. As the application executes, the ptrace
subsystem generates additional application events in
the form of signals that notify Transplay agent of
the application’s events. Although these events are
extraneous to the application, they do not perturb
its execution. A simple GDB configuration script is
provided to mask out these events to ensure transparency in debugging. The script also contains necessary GDB commands that load the appropriate symbol information and direct the replay process until
the application is fully initialized for the user to start
interacting through the debug interface.
The GDB configuration script begins the debugging session with the invocation of Transplay agent
9

itself as the debuggee. The agent reads the partial checkpoint file, reconstructs application’s address
space and initializes the processor context on the signal stack. The debugger doesn’t intervene during this
process. The latency of partially reconstructing the
application from a partial checkpoint file is usually
imperceptible to the user. After the application is
loaded, the agent hits a preconfigured breakpoint at
a special symbol placed immediately before turning
over control to the application. A single forward step
within the GDB script returns from the signal handler and into the application code.
At this point, the application is stopped within
the debugger at a state few moments prior to its
failure when it was recorded. The debugger shows
the register state and the source line where the application is currently stopped. The user can then
set break points, single step through the source lines
to examine the intermediate values of program variables and monitor application’s interactions with the
operating system and other processes. Any inputs
needed by the application are automatically provided
by Transplay to preserve replay determinism. For instance, when the application attempts to read from
the console, the input is directly provided from the
partial checkpoint rather than waiting for user input.
If the user wishes, he or she can also “step into” the
system call to see the actions taken by Transplay on
behalf of the user. System call instructions are often
embedded within the system libraries and developers usually skip through these portions of code during normal debugging. Once the application returns
from the system call, the perceived state of the application’s registers and memory would be identical to
its state at the corresponding point during recording.
7

Limitations and Extensions

Short error propagation distances: Not all failures may be reproduced by Transplay. Although reported as rare [31], the root cause of some failures
may lie far in the past, outside the recent execution
context recorded by Transplay.
Client privacy: While Transplay strives to minimize the amount of state necessary to be recorded
and transmitted to the developer, a partial checkpoint may still contain sensitive client data. To further reduce the recorded state, a partial checkpoint
can be preprocessed on-site to generate a memory reference trace by replaying it through an offline tracing
tool and filtering out unaccessed memory locations
from the pages stored in the checkpoint. To completely avoid having to transmit any raw data, it is
conceivable to provide a remotely accessible web interface to a hosted debugger which runs the partial
10

checkpoint at the client site within an isolated web
environment.
Application level bugs: Transplay relies on the
kernel to correctly record application’s execution, and
assumes that the kernel itself is bug free. While reproducing kernel level bugs is not supported, it is possible to record and replay an entire kernel running in
the user space within a virtual machine such as Qemu.
We are exploring the right interface points between
Transplay and Qemu that would allow a guest kernel
to be correctly and efficiently recorded and debugged.
Accurate system call specification: In order
to accurately record and replay system call responses,
Transplay requires an accurate representation of the
system call API in the form of a data plug-in as described in Section 5.1. Some system calls, especially
ioctl interface dealing with uncommon devices may
have poorly specified semantics, making it difficult
to record such system calls. Given additional support from the kernel [11], the memory side effects of
those system calls may also be captured correctly.
Read-only debugging: Transplay disallows any
debugging operations that would potentially alter
the deterministic execution course of replay. For instance, writing to the registers or other program variables may make the application take an execution
course which does not represent its original execution
during recording.
Replay across different hardware architectures: Transplay currently requires that the source
and target hardware architectures be the same. In
order to provide replay across different architectures, we have done a preliminary integration between Transplay and Qemu-user [9]. Qemu-user is
an ancillary component of Qemu [9] which allows an
application built for one architecture to be executed
on a different architecture of the same operating system. It leverages a subset of Qemu’s functionality to
execute a user application on a virtual CPU without
the need for a guest kernel running underneath the
application. We extended Qemu-user by providing a
partial checkpoint loader which enables it to load a
partial checkpoint file in addition to its built-in support for ELF binaries, and a system call replay mechanism that replaces Qemu-user’s existing system call
translation component when running a partial checkpoint. While this is currently work-in-progress, we
have been able to replay simple Linux/x86 partial
checkpoints on Linux/ppc hardware.
Application tracing: In addition to interactive
debugging, Transplay can be used to efficiently generate fine-grain traces of applications running in production, which can be used for post-analysis, debugging or archival. While existing tracing tools can

provide fine-grain traces, they cannot be applied to
production software due to their runtime cost. Also,
storing execution traces as static data can consume
large storage space and extracting relevant information through search can be difficult. A partial checkpoint, on the other hand, implicitly encodes the application state at each point of its execution and serves
as a compact representation of an application trace.
It allows a variety of traces such as system call and
memory reference traces, to be derived offline by running replay through existing tracing tools. Relevant
application state can be quickly accessed by setting
breakpoints or watchpoints within the debugger. We
are currently developing a Pin based tool to generate
application traces from partial checkpoints.
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Experimental Results

We have implemented Transplay as a prototype
on Linux and Windows operating systems. Our
Transplay prototype generates partial checkpoints of
unmodified Linux applications and replays them on
other Linux distributions running different versions of
the kernel and libraries, and on Windows. The target
Windows system we used reserves the top 2GB of its
address space for kernel use. To avoid conflict with
the Linux applications’ use of address space on Windows, we configured the Linux kernel to limit user
space allocations to the lower 2GB of address space
while recording. Alternatively, Windows kernel can
be configured to only use the top 1GB of the total
4GB address space by passing it the /3GB boot option.
The experimental setup consists of two identical
machines, each with an Intel Core 2 Duo 2.4GHz processor and 2GB of RAM. One of them is installed with
Ubuntu 8.10, and the other is installed with Windows XP version 2.16 and Fedora 11, in two bootable
partitions of its hard disk. Ubuntu system runs a
modified Linux-2.6.26 kernel with the ptrace extension and an interface to extract accessed and dirty
bit information and the Fedora system runs a modified Linux-2.6.26 kernel with the ptrace extension
to support Transplay’s native instrumentation based
replay.
The application scenarios evaluated in the experiments are listed in Table 1. Recording was performed on the Ubuntu machine with each application continuously recorded while the measurements
were taken. At any point of time, seven most recent partial checkpoints were maintained in memory. apache was configured to run with three processes and used shared memory. Even though it used
shared memory, we did not notice any nondeterminism originating from it. We were able to correctly re11

play its partial checkpoints. For apache and squid,
httperf benchmark [30] was used to generate a workload of 200 connections per second and the resulting connection response time was measured, gzip
was recorded while it was uncompressing a 64MB
compressed file that decompresses to a 285MB clear
text file, bc was calculating the value of pi to 2000
decimal places, and abiword and gv were each displaying a document while they were being monitored
and recorded. In each application scenario, an artificial failure event was triggered during the benchmark by sending the application a SIGSEGV signal, so
that Transplay would write-out the last seven partial
checkpoints. The resulting partial checkpoints were
then replayed individually on Fedora and Windows
systems. The experiment was repeated six times with
varying lengths of recording intervals from 125ms to
4000ms on a log scale. We removed the applications
used in the experiment from the Fedora system, and
so the replay exclusively relied on the checkpointed
memory and binary pages.
We have also experimented with several real software bugs reported in Bugbench [26], to verify that
our prototype can correctly capture and replay them.
In each case we ran the faulty application on Ubuntu
with Transplay enabled. The bug was triggered using
specially crafted input. The same partial checkpoint
produced by Transplay, representing the last 200 ms
of the execution was then replayed on both Fedora
and Windows. We were able to single-step through
the source lines and examine the contents of various
program variables at each step. For instance, the malformed URL request was apparent in the input buffer
which caused the Squid proxy server to fail due to a
heap overflow bug. While reproducing another bug
in bc’s program parser, relevant code snippet of the
bad input program that triggered a memory corruption in bc was captured in Transplay’s log along with
other events necessary for the bug to manifest. In
each case, we verified that the execution trajectory is
identical. In case of gzip and bc for example, we verified that the output text of gzip and the value of pi
generated by bc matched in all cases. In general, any
divergence would automatically surface during replay
as an unexpected event which doesn’t coincide with
recorded log.
Figure 1 shows the normalized performance of four
applications: apache, squid, gzip and bcbench [2]
at recording intervals varying from 125ms to 4000ms.
Squid showed the highest worst case overhead of 15%
at 125ms recording interval. The overhead was 13%
for apache, 6% for gzip and 5.5% for bc at the same
interval length. In all cases, the overhead became
unnoticeable at sufficiently long recording intervals.
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Description
because it has to scan the page tables of the application to determine the pages accessed in the last
Web server (httperf workload)
Cache proxy server (httperf workload) recording interval. gzip behaves anomalously beUncompress a 64MB compressed file cause of the large system call data held by Transplay
Calculate pi to 2000 places
agent in its address space. When the shadow process
Word processor
is created during start, the clone system call copies
Document viewer
the page table entries of the entire address space

Table 1: Application scenarios used for experiments

Figure 2 shows the storage space occupied by different constituents of a partial checkpoint representing
a one second recording interval. It consists of three
parts - the amount of memory read and dirtied by
the application, and the amount of data returned via
system calls. In most cases, the memory pages dominate the partial checkpoints. A significant portion of
this overhead originates in the file system data captured by Transplay which enables the applications to
be replayed without an equivalent install base at the
target site. The large system call log shown by gzip
accounts for the contents of the compressed file read
through the read system calls. bcbench on the other
hand is mostly CPU-bound and its partial checkpoints contain little system call related data. Figure
3 shows the rate at which the total size of a partial
checkpoint grows with the length of the recording interval.

of the process including those within the Transplay
agent memory region. However, Transplay doesn’t
scan its own memory region when it checks the accessed and dirty bits, making stop relatively lighter.
Figures 5 and 6 show the times taken by resume
and reexecute phases of the replay operation respectively on Fedora and Windows systems. As expected,
the resume and reexecute times are far greater on
Windows than on Linux. Transplay uses its native instrumentation mechanism to replay on Linux,
which intercepts and replays the system calls efficiently. The large replay times on Windows is due
to Pin’s instruction-level instrumentation. We observe that the reexecute times for applications such
as apache and squid were much smaller compared
to their recording times. A partial checkpoint of a
one second interval could be replayed in a few tens
of milliseconds. This speedup is due to the fact that
server applications spend most of their time in poll
and select system calls. During replay, Transplay
readily returns from these system calls without the
wait.

9 Related Work
Figure 4 shows the time taken to perform start
and stop operations. In general, start operation is While interactive debugging tools [1] are helpful for
relatively light and the time it takes is dominated by analyzing bugs that can be easily reproduced, they
the creation of the shadow process. stop is heavier do not assist with reproducing bugs. Techniques for
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compile-time static checking [27, 12] and runtime dynamic checking [19, 4] are useful in detecting certain
types of bugs but many bugs escape these detection
methods and surface as failures, to be reproduced and
debugged in the developer environment.
Checkpointing has been a focus of extensive study.
Checkpointing systems [34, 37] allow application
state to be rolled back to a point in the past. Some
of them [25, 39] have been applied to cyclic debugging, where the intent is to reduce the waiting time in
repeated debugging cycles. Most of these techniques
are only applicable to compute-bound parallel jobs.
More recent implementations [32, 16, 21] of checkpointing are able to checkpoint a more general class
of applications. Even though checkpointing the complete state of an application has proved to be difficult [16] and kernel intrusive [29], they typically aim
to checkpoint the application state as completely as
they can to minimize the impact of checkpointing on
the application after it resumes. In particular, they
checkpoint the entire virtual memory of the application even though most of the state may not be relevant to debugging. Given large memory footprints of
modern applications, these techniques usually store
the checkpoints on secondary storage, incurring high
overhead during the process. As a result, they cannot
afford to take frequent checkpoints necessary for debugging, especially when the application is running
in production.
Optimizations such as incremental checkpointing
[35] significantly improve checkpointing performance.
However, maintaining a long series of incremental checkpoints corresponding to a lengthy failurefree operation can be expensive and unnecessary.
Flashback [38] proposes a lightweight checkpointing
scheme based on fork system call, which allows a programmer to record and replay certain type of bugs.
Repeated testing to trigger the bug, recording its occurrence and replaying it to analyze its root cause,
all have to occur in one user session at the programmer site. The checkpoints it generates cannot
be saved to persistent storage, or transmitted to an
offsite programmer for analysis. In general, checkpoint/rollback schemes that don’t allow production
use require the bug to be reproduced offline through
repeated runs. Some times the bug may never occur due to probe effect introduced by the system.
Triage [40] proposes a diagnosis protocol to automatically determine the root cause of a software failure
in production. They repeatedly reexecute the failure
triggering code to gain insight into the nature of the
bug. While such a technique may work for a limited
set of well characterized bugs, they are generally not
suitable for many common bugs which require intu13

itive faculties and application-specific knowledge of
a human programmer. For instance, the right set of
program inputs and environment manipulations to be
used for each repetition of the execution heavily depends on the application and generally not possible
to automatically generate.
Execution replay systems [18, 36, 25, 33, 39] address application nondeterminism as an independent
problem. They provide varying degrees of support for
nondeterminism by recording and replaying the nondeterministic events that affect the application. Most
of them are able to record and replay system calls.
Typically, replay is restricted to identically configured systems running the same operating system and
they cannot handle discrepancies in the application
environment in general. Due to high frequency of
nondeterministic events, they produce large amounts
of data, especially for long application runs. Some
[13, 33] address shared resource nondeterminism by
capturing the interactions among processes and replaying them. They require cooperation from the application and are nontransparent. R2 [18] requires the
programmer to choose a high-level subroutine that
completely encloses the program nondeterminism so
that it can be used as a point of interception.
Virtual machines have been recently proposed [10,
23] as a debugging tool. Virtual machines, in general, provide the advantage of being operating system agnostic. However, due to the additional state
introduced by the guest operating system and other
processes which are not relevant to the application
being debugged, virtual machine checkpointing is a
relatively high overhead operation and requires large
amount of storage space. Furthermore, the continuous runtime overhead imposed by virtual machines
[24] may not be acceptable to some applications.
Restoring a virtual machine involves restoring the
complete OS state, its processes and potentially large
secondary storage state. Tens of seconds or minutes
may elapse between each step in an interactive debugging operation, making the process unnatural. The
techniques we introduce in Transplay may be used
to partially address this overhead. For instance, by
applying partial checkpointing, the state accessed by
the guest operating system during the last few seconds of its execution can be recorded, rather than the
complete virtual machine state.
Extending legacy software through transparent instrumentation is a common approach to providing innovative and new functionality. Many methods of instrumentation have been developed. Some are implemented in the kernel [5, 20, 15], some in user space
[17, 22] and some others [14] a combination of kernel and user space. User space approaches typically
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